SAMPLE ITINERARY
BRAZIL – AMAZON OBSESSION
**Note: Itinerary is subject to revision due to changes in flight schedules, weather and other operational factors.**
Luggage Weight Limit (airplane) strictly enforced: 45 lbs. per person is allowed on the airplane divided as follows: One 5 lb.
“Carry-on” and one “check-in” piece 45 lbs. each a soft duffle bags. Excess weight will be left at the hotel in Manaus. We
recommend a durable, water-resistant, top-zipper duffel as the checked luggage. Remember the camp has daily laundry service so
there is no need to pack clothes for each day. Fishing partners should coordinate their packing of items to avoid unnecessary
duplication. Bait casting rods and reels are also available at the camp. **Rod cases are permitted and do not fall into the “check-in”
category** However, please read the Attention letter regarding Airline fees inside the pre-departure package.

*** Carry your most valuable, essential and fragile items (preferably a change of clothes, too) in your carry-on.***

Day One
HOME AIRPORT-MIAMI
Plan to arrive at the airport no later than 2 hours prior to departure.
(Please advise flight schedule)
Upon arrival, precede to the Miami International Airport Hotel, located in concourse E, level 2 (Hotel room & tax to
be paid at check-in). Overnight at hotel (meals on own).

Day Two
MIAMI-MANAUS
Plan to arrive at the airport no later than 3 hours prior to departure.
MIA-MAO JJ # 8077 Dp: 7:40A Ar: 12:45A (approx.)
OR
MIA-MAO AA # 961 Dp: 5:00P Ar: 11:20P (approx.)
(With the American Airlines flight option, there is generally no need to overnight in Miami before the flight.)
After clearing immigration and customs in Manaus, you will be met by our representative, and transferred to the Hotel
Caesar Business. Enjoy the rest of the day at leisure in Manaus. (Overnight, meals on own.)

Day Three
MANAUS-BARCELOS-AMAZON OBSESSION
This morning you will be transferred to the airport for your flight to Barcelos, where the Amazon Obsession awaits. As the
boat begins navigating toward the fishing area, you can settle into your cabin, familiarize yourself with the boat have a bite
to eat before heading out with your guide to start fishing. Return to the Amazon Obsession in the late afternoon for dinner
and overnight.

Day Four through Day Eight
PEACOCK BASS FISHING
After an early breakfast, begin your full days fishing the tributaries, lakes and lagoons of the Amazon watershed. Your
guide will lead you to a variety of fishing spots where you can experience both topwater and subsurface action. A midday
break with box lunch will let you seek out a respite from the sun, and give your arms a rest. After several more hours of
fishing, return to the Amazon Obsession in the late afternoon for dinner and overnight.

Day Nine
PEACOCK BASS FISHING-BARCELOS
After a morning of fishing, begin to navigate back towards Barcelos. Dinner and overnight Amazon Obsession.
continued

Day Ten
BARCELOS-MANAUS-MIAMI
Today you'll return by charter flight to Manaus where you will be transferred to the airport for your departure flight.
MAO-MIA JJ # 8076 Dp: 3:10P Ar: 8:25P (approx.)
Upon arrival, precede to the Miami International Airport Hotel, located in concourse E, level 2 (Hotel room & tax to
be paid at check-in). Overnight at hotel (meals on own).
OR
MAO-MIA AA # 964 Dp: 11:40P Ar: 5:15A (next day) (approx.)

Day Eleven
MIAMI-HOME AIRPORT
Plan to be at check-in no later than 2 hours prior to departure.
(Please advise flight schedule)
NOTE: A VALID U.S. PASSPORT AND TOURIST VISA ARE REQUIRED FOR ENTRY TO BRAZIL
RECONFIRM FLIGHTS 72 HOURS PRIOR TO DEPARTURE
CHECK IN AT LEAST 3 HOURS PRIOR TO INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS; 2 HOURS FOR DOMESTIC FLIGHTS

